In 2007 15 excavation units varying in size from nine to 25 square feet were excavated. They are being placed so as to
locate and evaluate the remains of Boyd's house, the store, and the outbuildings.

What do we expect to learn?
Since the Boyds may have lived here from as early as 1812 until
1877, and their successors occupied it until at least 1932, the site (if
intact) may contain a variety of domestic goods from throughout that
time span: household goods such as table ware, silverware, cooking
utensils, building materials, tools and toys. The store site could contain building materials and possibly remnants of merchandise. The
artifacts (and archival research going on concurrently) should tell us
more about daily life in the 19th century at a commercial crossroads
in central Delaware and perhaps reveal how the site changed over
more than a century of evolution.
Following additional sampling of the plowzone in areas close to the
house/store, a backhoe will strip the topsoil over an area of about
12,000 square feet in order to expose the foundation and adjacent
parts of the site. Before and during this process, historical
researchers will be seeking for more information about the Boyds
and their activities at this location. The historians will also look at
historical documents relating to other stores of the same time period
in order to make comparisons and build a fuller picture of life in this
part of Delaware more than 150 years ago.

What happens next?
Artifacts will be labeled as to where they were found, then taken to
an archaeological laboratory for cleaning, labeling and further iden- A few of the artifacts already discovered at the Boyd
House site during the previous dig, with a modern coin to
tification and study. Ultimately they will be sent to the Delaware
show scale.
State Museum for future display.
When the excavations and analysis of the artifacts arecomplete, the
findings will be recorded in a technical report available to the public,
one of a series that continually adds to our knowledge of Delaware’s
past.
For more information contact:
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Learn more about DelDOT’s archaeology program at archaeology.deldot.gov.

